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LSB focus
▪ Why it all matters
▪ Reform: a (very) potted history
▪ Future direction: meeting unmet legal need
▪ Structure, roles, independence – an afterthought
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Why legal services matter

Individual
consumers

Small
businesses

On average, the
equivalent of 7-8m
people experience
a legal problem
every year

The rule of law
underpins our
democracy and
economy
1m individuals
suffered ill health
as a result of legal
problems

3 out of 10 small
businesses faced
a legal problem
(2016/2017)
£40bn - estimated
annual losses to
small business due
to legal problems

Sector contributed
£60bn to economy
in 2018
Comprises 18% of
UK service exports
Employs 348k
people in the UK

Society and
public
interest

Economy

Reform: a (very) potted history
The existing regime was condemned by Government in early 2000s as:
“outdated, inflexible, over-complex and insufficiently accountable or transparent”

Since the Legal Services Act 2007:
▪ regulation is now more principles-based, outcomes-focused and “for
the public”
2013
LSB assessed all regulators
as needing significant
improvement to meet min
standards

December 2019
Most met minimum
standards

Next challenges: unmet legal need
▪ Despite progress, the legal
services market is still not
working for everyone
▪ Significant “unmet legal
need”: around one third of
adults not getting the help
they need

▪ Likely to be key focus of
regulation/reform going
forward

Reducing unmet need and increasing access
- Change the way legal services are provided:
-

designed to meet the needs of consumers/take account of varying legal capability
through tech/innovation, new models, opening up competition, new approaches to
regulation

▪ Build public confidence in legal services
-

better info on quality & price, better redress mechanisms, renewed focus on
professionalism, education & training

▪ Improve public capability to engage with legal services
-

public legal education, better general consumer info

The goal: get it right and access to justice and flourishing legal
services sector reinforce each other
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